
INSTRUCTION SHEET 

Vertical Mount T-Track with scale 

QUESTION...
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This Vertical Mount T-Track with Scale turns your existing 3/4" 
wooden fence into a versatile and accurate fence system. It can 
be used with your miter saw/radial arm out feed tables, router 
fence, drill press fence or any custom miter gauge fence.

The Vertical Mount T-Track has two universal T-tracks mounted 
side by side to be used with 5/16" T-Bolts, 1/4" T-Bolts and 1/4" 
hex bolts. The removable scale can be inserted into one track 
while the other track is used to mount stops, such as the 71335 
POWERTEC 2-1/4" Fence Flip Stop, the 71367 3" Fence Flip 
Stop or other T-Track accessories (sold seperatly). The scale 
can be removed and both tracks can be used with accessories. 
The 36" aluminum T-Track can be cut to a shorter length, 
if needed.

Figure 1

The Vertical Mount T-Track shown being used with Fence Flip Stop

The Vertical Mount T-Track shown with scale removed and accessories used in 
both T-Tracks

18-1213

MODEL NO. 71131

PACKAGING CONTENTS
1– 36" Vertical T-Track 

1– 36" Plastic insert 

1– 48" steel tape measure with adhesive back, right to left

1– Clear acrylic curser with hairline indicator

HARDWARE NEEDED (SOLD SEPARATELY)
9– #6 flat head wood screws

ASSEMBLY
1. Mount the vertical T-Track to a 3/4" wooden fence. Place 

the flat side of the vertical T-Track flange against the 
wooden fence as shown.

Figure 2

3/4" Wood Fence

Flat Side of Flange

2. There are nine countersunk holes on the top of the T-Track. 
Hold the T-Track in place and drive #6 flat head wood 
screws (sold separately) through the countersunk holes.
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Figure 3

Countersunk 
Holes

3. Remove the protective backing from the 48" metal scale 
and carefully place it into the flat section of the plastic insert. 
NOTE: The scale is longer than the plastic insert. Use 
scissors to cut the extra section of the scale from the end of 
the insert.



Figure 4
48" Metal Scale

Plastic Insert

4. Slide the plastic insert into the front track of the T-Track.

  NOTE: The plastic insert is designed to slide in and out 
of the track as needed. If the insert is too loose for your 
application, a piece of tape can be applied to the bottom of 
the insert or to the inside of the track to “snug” up the fit.

Front Track

Scale Reads Right to Left

Figure 5

NOTE: The vertical mount T-Track features two universal 
T-Tracks. Removing the plastic insert/scale allows both T-Tracks 
to be used with multiple T-Track accessories (sold separately), 
depending on your application.

5. A clear acrylic cursor with adhesive backing is included, it 
can be attached to stops or other T-Track accessories (sold 
separately) to fit your applications.

Southern Technologies, LLC 
Waukegan, IL 60087

Put these instructions and the original sales invoice in a safe, 
dry place for future reference.

Visit us on the web at www.powertecproducts.com


